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During the past year, laboratory study of rocks
obtained in the Ellsworth Mountains has continued,
and work was initiated on material collected on the
Ruppert Coast of Marie Byrd Land in the 1966-1967
season (Sporli and Craddock, 1967). In June 1967,
these activities were transferred from the University
of Minnesota to the University of Wisconsin.
Information gathered during four seasons in the
Ellsworth Mountains has been extracted from field
notes and is being plotted on maps. Structural and
sedimentological measurements were registered on
data cards and are being plotted on hemispheric diagrams with the help of a computer program. The resuits of this study are incomplete, but they suggest a
complex geometry for the large anticlinorium of the
Ellsworth Mountains and the presence of interference
folds in parts of the chain.
Petrographic study has centered on the mafic intrusive and extrusive rocks exposed in the Heritage
Range and the southern tip of the Sentinel Range.
Modal analysis is nearly complete, but the exact classification of the rocks is difficult because of their extreme alteration. Continued petrographic study of the
sedimentary rocks has shown that subgraywackes and
quartzose sandstones are as abundant in the Crashsite Quartzite as true graywackes.
Dr. Adolf Seilacher (University of Tubingen)
kindly appraised several specimens containing trace
fossils from beds equivalent to the lower part of the
Crashsite Quartzite in the northwestern Heritage
Range. An Ordovician age is indicated by traces
closely related to Cruziana furcifera d'Orb.
The geologic map of the Heritage Range is under
compilation. With the availability of the new topographic bases (1:250,000 Reconnaissance Series,
sheets "Union Glacier" and "Liberty Hills") the construction of reliable cross sections has become feasible.
A major part of the year has been devoted to the
study of the Ruppert Coast materials. Chemical analyses and age determinations are still in progress,
but petrographic work, including about 80 modal
analyses, has been completed. The rock collection has
been divided into four groups—metagabbros, metavolcanics, granitic intrusives, and dikes.
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The gabbroic rocks are exposed in the northeastern
part of the Ruppert Coast (including Mount Giles,
Cape Burks, and parts of the Mount Gray area).
Some of the outcrops display a distinct layering trending from ENE to NNE. Andesite flows predominate
in the metavolcanic suite; a few rhyolites and agglomerates are also present. Structural trends in the deformed flows average northwest.
Both of the mafic groups are intruded by a complex suite of granitic rocks. In the western part of the
area, quartz monzonites are most common, and in the
eastern part (in the vicinity of Mount Gray), quartz
syenites predominate. The rocks contain much partially assimilated material. Peculiar spherical mafic
inclusions, probably similar to the proto-orbicules described by Leveson (1966), are present at Landry
Peak. Various felsic and mafic dikes cut the intrusive
granitic rocks. Some of these dikes are offset by small
faults.
The compilation of a general geologic map of the
Ruppert Coast and of several detailed sketch maps
constructed from trimetrogon and hand-held-camera
photographs has been completed.
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Some aspects of the paleolimnology of the fossilconchostracan Leaia zone (Ohio Range) have been
deciphered. Others are still being studied. Fifteen
leaiid (ribbed) and two lioestheriid (unribbed)
generations intermittently inhabited Permian ponds
or pools on a coastal floodplain during intervals of
137± years (Tasch, 1967).
Conchostracan occupancy during less than 1/2
centuries corresponded to a slightly fluctuating phosphate paleosalinity of 30-31 parts per mille (ppt).
Where they disappear from the section, paleosalinity
attained 33 ppt. Cessation of clam shrimp occupancy
is attributed to this initial increase of salinity (Tasch
and Gafford, 1968).
Lower in the formation, beds of equivalent lithology
had paleosalinities of 29-31 ppt. These findings per179

